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HOST CHARACTER LIST 
There are 6 optional players, and all are either gender.  

NAME | 
OCCUPATION 

BRIEF BIO SUGGESTED 
ATTIRE 

ROBIN LARUSSO 
Television Star, 

Comic 
 

Optional player 

Robin is a black belt in karate who was raised by a single mother in 
the big city of Los Angeles. While Robin’s mother was hard at work at 

the diner, an old Karate master trained Robin to become the most 
feared Karate competitor in the nation. Today, Robin Larusso is one 

of the most bizarre and multi-faceted television personalities in 
Hollywood! Before becoming famous, Robin was a struggling comic  

who got by lucky landing a sitcom role of a stranded alien on the 
planet Earth, Mork from Pork. When Robin’s not soaking up the bright 

lights on set, Robin still practices at the Cobra Dojo in North 
Hollywood to keep the title of National USA Karate Champion.  

Both male and 
female:  Mork from 

Ork inspired 
costume or karate 

costume.  

SPUNKY BOWIE 
Hollywood Icon 

 
Optional player 

Hailing from England, Spunky is the plucky orphan who landed a 
remarkable role as a child in a self-named television sitcom, Spunky 
Bowie. With colored hair and silly socks, Spunky’s unique style was 

admired by all. Today, Spunky has ditched the crazy socks for 
musical instruments, outrageous costumes, and face makeup. 

Spunky Bowie has grown up to become one of the most legendary 
music icons of this time. Many say it’s only a matter of time before 

Spunky joins the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Not one to rest 
between projects and tours, Spunky still maintains an illustrious 

acting career and has expanded to the stages of Broadway and the 
Hollywood big screen. 

Both male and 
female:  

Outrageous ‘80s 
pop star costume.  

LEE ROTH LAUPER 
Rock Star 

 
Optional player 

Lee Roth Lauper is the outrageous lead singer of the ‘80s heavy 
metal rock band Von Lauper. The Von Lauper roadies have learned 

to procure Lee Roth whatever is requested– even if it is pet Australian 
sea snakes or bottled sand from Egypt - as to avoid significant, show-

stopping drama. Lee Roth always wears ‘80s glam band attire with 
tight spandex pants and teased-up, colorful hair, and teens across 

the world are copying Lee’s style. 
There have been rumors of Lee Roth splitting off from the band to 

launch a solo career. If this happens, Von Lauper is doomed, as the 
group’s popularity will perish without Lee Roth’s personality carrying 

the show.  

Both male and 
female:  ‘80s glam 
rock attire with a 

colorful wig, 
teased up high. 

ACE BASIL 
Rock Star 

 
Optional player 

Ace Basil is the obnoxious lead singer of the rock band, Nicky’s Kiss. 
Ace has the personality of a buzzard, so most people avoid Ace like 

the flu. This rock star is a notorious one-upper and is always waving a 
handheld mirror in the air to check the reflection. Ace prefers to sing 

instead of speaking to showcase the range that always gets Ace 
praise. Ace doesn’t like to acknowledge this, but Ace started life in 
the limelight with a solo career that stalled out. Ace, formally known 

as Tony Oregano, had a one-hit-wonder, Hey, Nicky, and was unable 
to follow it up with anything that could even get on the end of the 

charts. Five years later, Ace formed the band Nicky’s Kiss, slapped 
on a bunch of stage makeup to hide being a past failure, and now is 

one of the top rock stars in the world. 

Both male and 
female:  ‘80s black 

leather/pleather 
glam-rock attire. If 
you wish to paint 
your face like a 
mime, go for it!  
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POLLIE ESTEVEZ 
Hollywood Icon 

 
Optional player 

Born to famous Hollywood icons, Pollie Estevez is the oldest sibling in 
a family of famous faces. Pollie’s career is flourishing on both sides of 

the camera. Pollie is considered to be the leader of the Hollywood 
Brat Pack and is one of the most sought-after young celebrities in 

Hollywood. 
Pollie is an avid cartoon fan with a fascination with drawing cartoon 

cat characters. Pollie likes to speak to these characters and get 
advice from them. Many people are worried about the stress of fame 

getting to this icon’s head.  

Both male and 
female:  ‘80s rap 

artist attire 

CHARLIE 
BENATAR 

Hollywood Icon 
 

Optional player 

Charlie Benatar has settled into more of a fashion icon of the ‘80s 
than a film actor or rock star. Charlie soaks up the glitz and glamour 
of Hollywood but doesn’t seem to put in the work as hard as the rest 

of the famous Benatar family. 
Charlie started life in the public eye as a peculiar guitarist who 

overnight, had a hit song on the charts, Loving a Battlefield. Charlie 
used that quick fame to land a role in the Blockbuster movie, 

Squadron. After starring in a couple of films, Charlie has ridden the 
family’s coattails and attended parties around the globe. Charlie is no 

stranger to trash tabloid headlines.  

Both male and 
female:  ‘80s 

trendy, designer 
attire. You are 

uber-famous and 
stylish.  

 
 

 


